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High reliability organizations (HROs) demand procedural 
discipline that leads to perfect execution with minimal 
variance. Many Check-6 clients have adopted the RIGOR® 
Digital Checklist System (DCS) to the point where it is part 
of their culture. It’s how they do business now. One client 
determined that making the digital checklists organic to their 
core reference documents was the next logical step. What 
their Check-6 team gave them was something much bigger 
and better than they’d bargained for.

Challenge: 
A Check-6 client had been using the RIGOR® Digital Checklist System (DCS) for years in 
its drilling operations.The checklists themselves, and the on-site coaching which facilitated 
them, was very effective as an add-on to its existing programs. However, the company 
recognized that its own multiple, divergent guidance documents were not leading to the 
same standardized results for all operations that it’s digital checklist-based ones we are 
giving them. Different Drill Site Managers were interpreting parts of the legacy doctrine 
differently and specific guidance for certain situations was difficult to find, especially when 
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time was of the essence. The business unit was known as a training ground with many 
new managers and had wells which could be reasonably expected to be drilled to a factory 
model. The doctrine needed a major reboot that Check-6 coaches were able to facilitate.  

Actions: 
The goal was to create two “standard drilling programs,” one for air rig operations and 
one for fluid rig operations. Check-6 coaches were the steel cable that linked the office 
(Superintendents and Engineers) to the field (Drill Site Managers) in the development 
phase. By the end of the project we wanted to achieve:

 · Solicited input from all experienced local Drill Site Managers

 · Written programs that Drill Site Managers with only basic knowledge and little    
  experience could use to guide the drilling of a standard well to specifications

 · RIGOR® Digital Checklist references embedded within the doctrine

 · Reinforcement of the culture of procedural compliance and standardization expected   
  within the business unit

 · A plan for periodic doctrinal reviews for incorporating lessons learned

Results: 
 · Easier-to-use and better organized written programs

 · Standardization of normal and contingency operations

 · Integration of the “what” to do with the “how” to do critical operations via embedded   
  references to RIGOR® Digital Checklists

 · Doctrine that applies to all pads and all wells in the region

 · Buy-in from on-site Drill Site Managers who were all given opportunities through face-to-  
  face interactions with Check-6 coaches to improve the program

The same Check-6 coaches who leverage their elite military experiences in leadership and 
checklist discipline are equally equipped to develop doctrine at the highest levels of your 
company. They have the skills to navigate the office environment as well as the places where 
boots get very dirty, because they have decades of experiences in both arenas. It’s part of 
what earns them a credibility like no other group of performance professionals. On time. On 
target. Results that exceed expectations. That’s what our clients have come to expect.
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